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Sales Tax Audits: How New York State
Identifies Tax Returns for Review
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Thanks to advances in technology, New
York State has an arsenal of tools to
detect unreported sales tax and single out
businesses for audit. Since 2003, New
York has used its Case Identification and
Selection System (CISS) to review every tax
return filed. In 2011, enhanced technology
was combined with human personnel in
the form of the Fraud Analysis and
Selection Team (FAST) to further identify
patterns that suggest fraud among
millions of returns.

Case Identification and Selection System
(CISS) 
For sales tax purposes, New York uses
CISS to identify companies who may have
unreported sales. 

Tax returns feed into CISS which also pulls
in information from the New York
Department of Taxation and Finance (DTF)
data warehouse which contains the
taxpayer’s filing history, employer
information and third-party data. DTF uses
the data warehouse to find new patterns of
questionable returns and analytically derive
new business rules  to add to the system.

The CISS software can analyze data
including:

• Comparing sales tax and income tax
returns

• Comparing the percentage of 
taxable and nontaxable sales

• Changes in filing, including 
significant swings from one return to
the next

• Comparing information from annual 
reporters and statistics from the 
same industry as the taxpayer

Third party data is invaluable to CISS. For
example, information from wholesalers and
distributors can be compared against
retailers to help the State to detect
businesses under reporting on their cash
sales. The State also takes averages of
similar businesses and can determine sales
based on inventory levels and other
markers. Mining the electronic data
collected from debit and credit card
purchases further aids the State in detecting
retailers who fail to remit sales tax. 

CISS selects and scores data from every
return, which is then used by FAST
members to further analyze returns and
create industry models to enhance fraud
detection. 

Types of audit methodologies
Once returns have been identified for
further review and are being audited, there
are 3 main types of audit methodologies:

• Statistical sampling and test periods.
Statistical sampling software is used to
select a random sample of invoices based
on certain criteria identified by the auditor
in accordance with standards set forth by
the DTF’s Computer Assisted Audit
Guidelines and Procedures for Sales Tax
Audits (Publication 132(10/01)). The
taxpayer is provided with a list of the
transactions randomly selected and asked
to pull the corresponding invoices for
review by the auditor. The results of the
sampling are then projected to all invoices
meeting the criteria.

• Observation tests. The Auditor will visit
the taxpayer’s facilities in order to observe
that they are functioning similar to other
businesses in the industry.
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• External indices/ industry standards.
A numerical comparison is made to
determine if the taxpayer’s financial ratios
are similar to those of other taxpayers in
the industry.

Avoiding and defending against an audit
The best defense against an audit is good
recordkeeping. Under New York law,
registered sales tax vendors are obligated
to keep accurate records of all sales and
purchases. Where a business uses a Point-
of-Sale (POS) System for recordkeeping, it
must be properly set up to allow direct
reconciliation of the business’s receipts
with entries in its books and records. The
POS system’s audit trail must be activated
and operational at all times enabling an
auditor to trace any transaction back to its
original source or forward to a final total.
Electronic records must be safely stored
and readily accessible in the event of an
audit and documentation describing the
automated data processing of the POS
system must be kept.

Consequences of an audit
If a taxpayer does not have adequate
records to substantiate their returns, New
York State may use an estimated audit
methodology to determine any additional
taxes. In addition, the State can pursue
criminal penalties if improper records were

willfully maintained and revoke or suspend
the taxpayer’s Certificate of Authority. If
additional tax is determined to be owed,
the taxpayer is also subject to significant
penalties and interest. 

The State may collect sales taxes owed by
using various methods including warrants,
levies, income execution, and business
seizures. Certain individuals may also be
found personally liable for sales and use
taxes, and as such, may be subject to
driver’s license suspension for taxes owed. 

If your client’s business has not collected
or paid sales tax, various options may be
available including New York’s Voluntary
Disclosure and Compliance Program,
Installment Payment Agreement, and
Offer-in-Compromise. For guidance on
determining the best way to resolve a
sales tax matter, consult with a tax
professional familiar with tax
controversies.
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